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Thomas Kralik has extensive experience in business criminal law where he has
represented and defended clients in numerous proceedings in recent years. His
practice includes all aspects of criminal investigations from internal investigation,
risk assessment of individual business fields to the defence of companies and
individuals against criminal charges as well as general compliance advice.
Thomas completed his professional education with the well-known Austrian criminal lawyer Dr.
Herbert Eichendseder. Shortly after he had started to work as self-employed lawyer, Thomas
focused on white collar crime and defended clients successfully in several major white collar crime
cases. Besides acting as defence lawyer in courts, he has been advising notable, also
internationally active Austrian companies in compliance and white collar crime related matters.
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Representation of the bank's auditor in the "BAWAG" case
Representation of the Chairman of the Supervisory Board in the "Libro" case
Representation of HETA as private claimant in the criminal proceedings against former members of the board
Representation of a board member of Kommunalkredit Austria AG
Representation of a managing director of Alpine Bau GmbH
Advising a globally active Austrian company on general compliance including compliance training for the employees
Representation of a former Federal Minister of Interior
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Erkenning
One client admires his "structured, goal-oriented approach," and further praises his "quick and flexible reaction." Chambers, 2020
"A well-experienced criminal defence lawyer working on high-profile cases." Chambers, 2017
Thomas represents individuals and businesses in a variety of white-collar crime matters, such as in allegations of bribery, fraud and
infringement of EU export law, and is also active on dawn raid training. Clients value him for his "technical approach."
Chambers, 2018

Opleiding
University of Vienna, Dr.iur., 2003
University of Vienna, Mag.iur., 1992

Publicaties
Austria - Global bribery offenses guide
11 January 2022
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